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As surely as the time for open street cars in Xew York arrives there
arises the annual protest against the way In which they are overcrowded
It is asserted and with good reason that to save themselves money the
managers compel passengers to stand in rows between the seats of the
open cars an arrangement which It need not be said is Intensely disagreeable on the score ot both comfort and prourioty It Is not pleasant for a
lady to have a big burly man or a loutish boy standing in the narrow space
between her and the scat in front or to have to stand there herself while
the man occupies the seat
There Is nothing civilized in such an arrangement and it Is well to
call attention to the fact that now and then during ran beers the same
conditions are to be observed in Washington especially en some of the
suburban lines And Washington has not the excuse which Serves Mea
hattan of being crowded and limited In area
There ought to be room
enough In the street cars for everybody to ride without crowding
It is to be hoped that the people of New York will succeed Ia getting
their dues In this matter The street car companies claim that the crowd- ¬
ing during rush hours Is unavoidable but the ciltica point out the tad
that the cars arc often just as crowded during tours whea traffic Is not
heavy because the officials do not put on enough to meet the demand This
condition of things is certainty inexcusable
To a certain extent overcrowded cars are the fault of the public If
all the people who can avoid using the cars during the hoer when travel Is
heaviest would chocse another time for tHeir Jdurrieyiags It might Ulj
matters but if the company will not run enough ears evon then to avoid
oercrowdlng It seems as It It were time to kick and nut oil
heaviest boots with hobnailed soles to do It
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The benefits derived from the establishment of the quirements of the Postoffice Department for establish ¬
f
mo icln i 3O threo months 8125
rural free delivery system in any section of this great ing a route
Sunday
and
one
ilornlnz
ycai S7 six
The educational anti moral value of tile rural fvc3
inontlis S35O threo mouth SI 73- months SSJ5O three months Sl35 Republic are manifold It materially increases the cir1
The daily
delivery system cannot be overestimated
uiulay edillon only one year ti b- Morning Kvcnlnc and Sunday onoyaarculation and dissemination of literature in the way of
iiuoatti i
t 4h r t months SO cents
5 threo months S22O
S1O ix month
newspapers are a prominent and potent factor in the
daily papers in the fanning and rural districtseducation of the people and the farmers who are now
Any person who cannot buy the Morning Afternoon or Sunday
It also brings the daily mail to all our people and enjoying the benefits of the establishment of rural free
Edition of The Times on any news stand in Washington in suourban materially increases the postoffice revenues
ia that delivery systems cannot understand why they were con- ¬
towns on railroad trains or elsewhere will confer a favor by
wherever the rural free delivery is established the farm- ¬ tent with the weekly paper so long
notifying the Publisher of The Times corner Tenth and D Sts
The communication the rural free delivery affords
ers write letters every day when heretofore they only
Washington D C
the farmer with the world makes not only himself but
wrote one letter once in two or three weeks
InS children satisfied with rural life as they no longer
I
Throughout the State of West Virginia and I sup- ¬ consider themselves isolated from the world
THE CASE
LYNCH
I
pose it will apply to every section the people are hippy
As a factor in the advancement of education the ru- ¬
I
can multiply none too fast and
routes
delivery
free
ral
The expected has happened
Cot garded as rebels against the crown when a new rural free delivery route is established and every cent expended in then establishment will be reArthur Lynch native of Ireland and and dealt with under the laws of the disappointed when the conditions are not up to the re I turned tenfold
consequently a British subject who realm governing the crime of treason
fought in the ranks of the Boers He knew exactly what he had to exI
I
I
FLAG DAY
against the government to which he pect if he should fail to place himself
owed allegiance has been promptly outside of British jurisdiction
His Ir
Your flag and my flag
arrested upon his landing in England election to Parliament does not alter
And how it flies today
While still in Africa he was elected in the least the status of his case r
In your land and my land
One of the numerous critics of newspaper work has made the asser ¬
And halt the world away I
to a seat in Parliament by an Irish differentiate it from that of any other
f
tion that the newspapers of today have no opinions or only purchased
Rosered and bloodred
constituency and he returned to claim British subject guilty of a like ofones because so many Journals take a neutral attitude on national ques- ¬
The stripes forever gleam
his seat Instead of getting into the fense
tions This critic Intimates quite plainly that the
of things de- I Snowwhite and soulwhite
House of Commons however he has
Under the terms of the Boer sur- I scribed Is d to the venality of the press which Isstate
The good forefathers dream
a pretty serious
By HENRY IDE WILLEY
Sky blue and true blue with stars tc
got into jail The charge against him render the death penalty is eliminated
accusation to make
shine
aright
Is treason
Without going Into the matter very deeply it may easily be seen that
from the schedule of punishments to
The gloried guidon of the day a
an witness be daily domestic life of
Having had my attention called to
the press of today is not nearly as intense In its partisanship as It was
Colonel Lynch cannot claim exemp- ¬ be visited upon those found guilty of
through the nlpht
proposed act of Congress providing for t these innocent creatures without being
fifty
twentyfive
even
or
a
less
years
number
of
ago
say
to
But
tion from punishment on the ground treason and therefore
that this
Colonel
the killing of a number of seals in the similarly impresseis due to venality is an example of that leaping to conclusions which
Your flag and my flag
of the general amnesty which formed Lynchs neck is safe But he cannot
event that pelagic sealing can not
believe thata Ohristlsn peo- ¬
dI
usually lands the acrobat In the ditch
And oh how much It holds
part of the terms of the Boer surren ¬ hope to be classed as a martyr if his
be prevent permit me in the cause ple aiming to be an example of courage
To go back to Andrew Jacksons time we find that the press of that
Your land and my land
o humanity decency and patriotism with gentleness and claiming to lead all
der for in those terms it w 4S express ¬ course results in placing him for a
day Was so violently perscnal in its abuse of him as a candidate and as a
Secure within its folds
to enter a solemn protest against this in works of mercy and generosity will
man and of his wife as a divorced woman that Its abuse actually led to
ly stipulated that British subjects who term of years behind the bars of a
Your heart and my heartpermit so great a crime to continue
dreadful alternative
the death of Mrs Jackson It is said that the stern old man on his death
Beat quicker at the eight
had joined the burghers would be re ¬ British prison
Surely there must be some way
One has only to watch a female seal
bed was asked whether he forgave his enemies and answered grimly All
Sunkisaed and windtossed
whereby we can by calling the atten- ¬ with her young for a few moments to
except those who slandered my Rachel to death
Red and blue and white
The same vehemence
The one flagthe great fiagthe fia tion of the proper authorities In Eng- ¬ realize the full force and significance
of personal attack was noticeable In the day of Lincoln and for some
A THRIFTY MONARCH
1
land to this matter prevent the ruth- ¬ of such sentiments as I herein set forth
for me and you
years after Can anybody assert that it did any particular goofl
Every
less slaughter of female seals by the
Can it be possible that Great Britain
Glorified
all
else
one now recognizes that at least half of the assertions made
beside
the
red
and
pelagic sealers
Report has it that King Victor belief that it
and obviate the ne- will not cooperate with us in protect- ¬
incident gives I founded on fact though the editors may have made them honestlyetc not 1
white and blue
cessity for any such cruel alternative- Ing these harmless helpless animals
Emmanuel of Italy has just pur- proof that the young Italian monarch
It Is surely good that the editor of today has grown more careful
as the murder of these innocent animals The seals are nearly exterminated there
Your flag and my flag
chased 150000 acres of coal land in knows a good thing when he sees it
In such matters less inclined to be personal In his partisanship
But take
To every star and stripe
by our own people
can be no such increase as will harm our
public questions which do not involve personalities
West Virginia paying something like Italy itself is poor but the King is
Is there any use inThe drums beat as heartsbeat
In niy numerous trips to Alaska and fishery Interests I therefore earnest
¬
only
stating
one
a
of
question
side
sup
when
the
is
statement
medium
of
8000000 for it It is said to be his counted among the most wealthy of
And fifers shrilly pipe
past the Pribiloff Island I have been able Iy Implcre our Senators and Represen- ¬
posed to be an organ of public Information
Cornjiared with the bitter
Ycur flag and my flag
to study the habits of the seals and tatives In Congress to endeavor to se- ¬
intention io develop this land and use European monarchs
Apparently he
partisanship of former political campaigns the newspaper reading of the
A blessing in the sky
they are so nearly human In their In- ¬ cure such British and other foreign co- ¬
the product of the mines to be opened- proposes to make use of opportunitylast one was mild But did its mildness hurt anybody very much
Your hope and my hope
stincts habits and affections that I look operation as will forever put an end to
to supply the Italian navy which now to increase his private fortune Per
It never hid a lie
upcn this proposed plan as being quite pelagic sealing and hung about as much
uses principally Welsh coal It is not haps he is not quite sure in his own
Home land and far land and half the as wicked brutal and uncivilized as zeal in protecting the seals as has In
world around
would be the wanton murder of the the past been resorted to for their an- ¬
to be supposed however that King mind that Italy may not change fromOld Glory hears the greet salute and same number of human beings No cue nihilation
Victor Emmanuel is animated alto- ¬ a monarchy to a republic before he
flutters to the sound
gether by altruistic motives He will gets to be an old man In that event
W D Nesbit In Baltimore Amen
let his navy have all the American his holdings of coal lands in America Tht
third machine that has been ex- maturing and a price was being agreed can
coal it needs but he will sell the stuff would yield him a much better income pressly built for the Shah of Persia by upon an order came
for the smallest
THE fiLIPINOS
at a profit and thus earn no inconsid- ¬ than he could derive from almost any an American company Is now about to graphophone that could be made This
erable profits from his investmenother investment At any rate it be shipped It Is by far the largest was duly furnished and went forward
The Filipinos are much as the Span
machine ever constructed and it with the result that a third order was
tif the report is trueand the de- seems that he deems it wise to cast an talking
cannot fall to create a sensation when It received this last for the very large ma- ¬ lards have made them The upper Glasses
Emperor William who has taken all shall be employed at theatrical per
tailed account gives ground for the author to windward
reaches Teheran Alongside of it the chine with certain modifications the adhore closely to Spanish custom so
pr other public shows Chit
¬
regulation grapbophanes even of the building of which bad been under con ¬ barring certain foolish restrictions gild knowledge for his province has person forman
above the sige of twelve may be
the women are ally formulated a new law which teak dren
Grand types look small and unlmport sideration for some months The records tco much duenna
employed as provided in the preceding
oot
are about four times as long as the treated with the utmost respect and effect May 1
paragraph the hour when the employ- ¬
consideration
Among
the
lower
cylinders
class
they
usual
are
military
much
and
special
sent
to
In the Intervals of statecraft
instrument
be
The first
ment Is permissible being
years larger in diameter They are very loud natives conditions are more interesting duties art work sermonizing and poetry S p m After 9 p m no extended to
child shall be
Jumping off moving trains and street piecemeal in the laboratories to find to the Shah was constructed two
ago and was a duplicate of a three and strong
The machine is equipped Long contact with the Spaniard has re- writing he has framed a regulation to on the stage or
working In or about a
cars as practiced today Is a fruitful that he Is being preyed upon by ubiqui- ¬ horned machine of wonderful workman ¬ with the latest style of reproducer and moved whatever prejudice concerning govern
child labor as follows
theater circus or other show place
source of nervous disorders and one tous microbes yet the origin of his trou- ¬ ship which had been built for exhibition- the vocal and Instrumental selections women there mIght have been In the
Children must not be employed in
No girl under age shall be employedMalay
among
breastfor
his
in
race
not fully recognized for itc importance bles is a simple spinal disorder caused at the Paris Exposition of 1900 The are rendered with surprising fidelity
building trades of any kind neither shall In any saloon restaurant or hotel as il
general
she
Is
looked
upop
as
decidedly
mam¬
by sny4 hool except osteopaths says by oftrepeated jolting some of which Shah saw it there and was anxious to The shipment will consist ot the
Inferior and now we are able to ob ¬ they b employed In brickyards at any waitress cr for tire purpose of enter- ¬
dup- ¬ moth talking machine a horn of appro ¬
Osteopattle Health
Yet the facts are proved by chance more vicious than the have It but he compromised on a
very amicable family arrange- ¬ work whatever nor In factories where taIning aatrona There shall be no ex- ¬
serve
priate dimensions and a generous sup ¬
ceptions to this rule Boys above the
easily comprehended Certain It Is that rest throwing one or more of his ver- ¬ licate of it which was ordered by cable
ments
In which the woman is the building material Is got up
tebral segments out of perfect align- ¬ and shipped to Persia a few months ply of records and blanks The Shah Is jar r of her husband
Children must not be employed to age of twelve may be employed in acnervousness in all Its protean forms ment Once
and apparently
¬
already better equipped with such ma
may
stone
nor
that has come about the later
where
dust
mineral
cut
regarded as of equal Importance thoughcordance with the paragraph dealing
from Irritability neurasthenia and gen- ¬ foundation has been laid for nearly
had chines than any other ruler In the no particular jJeference
get Into their lungs
all After something more than a year Tewith children in shops stores and as
is paid to her
¬ world
elapsed there came an Inquiry from
and when his latest purchase In this marital
the Ills In the calendar of medicine
eral nervous collapse to paralysis
employ children In messengers
to
unlawful
Its
partnership the wife if
so caused and that the careless habIt It is not to be understood that such heran for a much larger machine and reaches his palace there will be none often
the active member displayIng the shops of sculptors stone masons
Certain businesses like bakeries
of many people of bowling off moving concussions produce dislocations of while plans for Its construction were to compete with him
great energy especially in goading her monument makers marble cutters stone dairies and newspapers may employ
cars stifflegged lays the foundation for spinal vertebrae in the sense that they
potters
polishers
those
in
and
terra
indolent spouse to effort Sometimes one
children to carry goods of insignificant
these disorders every hour of the day
are thrown out of Joint as occurs In a
cotta workers glass workers glass en ¬ weight to customers during more than
5
MISSED A MILLION AND A HALF of these little women supports the whole gravers
In leading the strenuous life of our broken neck
any
shop
That Is no more theor
makers
in
mirror
i
household Generally speaking she Is
three hours per day but four hours lacities men and women seem unable to ca
¬
than that chinaware must shat ¬
Walt Whitman
Lawyers will hardly find wireless the more ambitious of the two and if or factory where articles are gilded sil- the time limit while the age limit Is
wait to get to their journeys end Be- ter from every simple jar before it
plated
or
vered
otherwise
nickeled
with ten years These businesses may also
telegraphy so productive of fees as was she does not actually perform all the
fore trains come to a half stop at cracks The lesser Injuries come be ¬
a Conservativeby galvano or galvanoplastlc pro- ¬ employ
children for the purposes named
the telephone litigation over which put labor of support the fortunes of the metal
crossings and platforms fidgety pedes ¬ fore the greater and happen with
cesses
a
on Sundays and holidays provided they
millions into their pockets Professor family may be dependent on her wit
trians with muscles tense drop from thousandfold greater frequency Mere
Children must not be employed IE are notvasked to work snore than two
At a recent meeting of a Walt Bell had a strenuous time recalls Vic- ¬ and enterprise It Is not at all uncom- ¬
platforms and almost before their slips of the vertebrae from their true
toys made of tin or lead hours
all told To employ a child dur ¬
tor Smith In the New York Press He mon for a Filipino wife to apply to an shops where
Whitman society a letter was read
bodies have recovered from the for ¬ positions ono upon the otherand the
coating or paint
They ing the hours when the main
receive
thair
American
officer
charge
in
¬
departa
of
¬
took the first working model of his In
church
ward momentum are stalking a mad strains brought to bear In consequence from one of Whitmans old friends
must not be employed in foundries
which contained the surprising in ¬ strument to John A Logan and offered ment for a job for her husband not that grinding mills In mills for cutting glass services are held or after 12 noon on
foot race against time In the opposite upon the ligaments and muscles bind- ¬
the
always
wife
takes
the
Sundays
lead
holidays
but
if
and
is unlawful
Black Jack a half interest for 2500
direction
formation that the poet was a con ¬
This enterprise saves ten ing them together are what first oc ¬
or metal or In any place where whetshe is capable of
Every employer of hired child labor
seconds of course for that particular cur from these sudden Innumerable
Associated as he was saying that it would do away with the town by thongs of it she Is not held stones or polishing wheels are used
servative
custom
prejudice
and
must notify the police of the number
errand but possibly It hastens
with some of the most radical re- ¬ telegraph and that there would be mil- ¬ She Is an Industrious clever
by poundings of hard heels against ada ¬
It shall be unlawful to employ a and are of the children working for
little body
I dare say
many months ones journey to the mant pavements
formers of his day he was not In lions In it Logan replied
These seemingly
¬
places
In
quickchild
and
about
and
where
she
and
her
husband
show
a
devo
your machine works perfectly but who
him The police will issue permits In
grave Positive Injury Is thereby done trivial mishaps to the body are pro ¬
favor of reforms believing that no
Is used for manufacturing
ther- ¬
would want to talk through such a thing ton to their children which Is one of silver
accordance with the facts and shall be
to the spine and nervous system which ductive of the most farreaching conse- ¬
change could be made In the condi ¬ as
and
mometer
the
barometer
or
most
works
lovable
In
traits
the
Filipino
anyway I advise you to save
unlawful to employ children without
must gather In cumulative effect until quences
except by gradual yourthat
explosives
nay
tion
mankind
of
character
or
where
of
Philadelphia
fireworks
Ledger
money young man
Bell then of- ¬
such police permit
one day the whole nervous organism
The police shall
every point in the spine where
At
are
kind
manufactured
Children
evolution
must
I
fered a tenth Interest to an examiner in
may go to pieces Then more or less such a
have full power to Investigate state- ¬
TURKEY
concussion spends Its force a
employed
AND
not
FOOTBALL
be
in
manufacturing
Is not nearly so
the
This
disclosure
the Patent Office for 100 In cash It
Innocent things will be blamed for the defective spot develops
sorting packing or labeling ot matches- ments of employers as to childrens age
It becomes a surprising as it might seem when was refused That tenth interest was
collapse
the manner of work required of
1
Weak point anatomically and a point
It Is unlawful to employ children In and
Sport
general
one
character- worth 1600000 in fifteen years
does not meet with much en- ¬
considers the
The
The doctors may even analyze the vic ¬ of congestion blockade and Impaired
them
any
or
In
knackeries
dealing
business
couragement
In Turkey and Is pursued
of the work of this writer If there
giant intellect that refused it is still
tim of these Innumerable concussions work physiologically
must not be employed
Children
under great difficulties says the Lon ¬ with dead bodies Children are barred where power steam wind water gas
was one thing which Whitman took examining patents
from
workshops
factories
and
don
Telegraph
where
A young Turk called
pains to enunciate over and over
air electricity etc is used for manu ¬
Kechad Bey inspired fcy the Smyrna and yarns stuffs woolens linens or manu- ¬
BEAUTY AS EVIDENCE
again It was that he was con ¬
facturing purposes
This applies to
any
Constantinople
¬
of
factured
articles
are
kind
football match organtented even happy to observe
hired children as well as a manufac- ¬
by
ized
among
bleached
chemicals
a
club
friends
Children are
By JOSH KIXK in the Baltimore American
his
together
things as they were all things as
The annual product of the great lake migrations and
with some Greeks and Armenians and likewise barred from dye works hair turers cwii children
spawning of the com- ¬
they werewithout the wish or the
supreme
The
court
of
has
Minnesota
began
practicing A
fisheries has a value of about 260060
days ago In the and bristle factories and from factories
mercial fishes do not take place nor are
THE PEACE OF THE RAm
striving to have them changed He decided that feminine charm is a prop I middle of the night few
police came to his where rags are turned Into articles of
Nearly 10000 persons are employed
the more Important commercial fish- ¬
was the Srst man to write poetryto a case at law and Is entitled house and carried him off to
ad
incident
Scutari use shoddy
the capital Invested is estimated at eries in operations What seems to be or att3jipt to write it from the to due weight
with and consideration There he was submitted to a long inSIts unlawful to employ children in Be still be still tired world and 50 to
about 6690006
needed Is a permanent scientific es-¬
by the jury
point
c f view of the evolutionist
sleep
terrogation as to the club and the game the sorting or handling of rags or bones
Still mpre surprising will be the fact tablishment with an independent staff
more or less a
of football
Matters only grew more animal matter or refuse whether such The dusk is growing deep
that very little Is known concerning on the great lakes such as the United The iKet Is alwaysmerely
lady
the
If
a
dimple
has
an artis- ¬
seer unless he Is
complicated as the Turkish word for come from abroad or are collected at Far off and dim beneath the shadowed
the most Important of the food fishes States Fish Commission already has
In her chin
in
skies
tic retrpcrament expressing itself in Then the case is very simple
ball Is ton the same as for a cannon
o the great lakes
home Likewise children shall not be
Two of the most operation from the sea fisheries
at words aud not a thinker at all and
The authorities were convinced that raggatherers or ragpickers and they Long grassy foothills rise
valuable of these are the sturgeon and Woods Hole Mass and at Beaufort N
She will win
they had found a great plot and that shall have nothing to do with the rank And fold on fold above their shoulders
owing to this fact very many poets
the whitefish It Is within the memory C and which have proved of great
If to make the eyes googoolish
brown
the club must be a secret society A lag of paint brushes
have been ardent reformers loviug
She should choose
of Clevelanders who do not consider value to the cod lobster and oyster
special messenger was sent for the
the good the pure and the beauti ¬ Then opposing her Is foolish
unlawful to employ a child In any Gray mists are closing down
themselves old men that sturgeon was fisheries
Its
She cant lose
ball and that was duly examined and factory or Industry where clothes mat- ¬ Drawn low and wide with interweaving
regarded as valueless for food and as
Senator McMillan of Michigan last ful and hating the sordid the base
lines
found to be an Infernal machine The tresses
horsehair
feathers carpets
a nuisance to fishermen Now that they December Introduced a bill which Is now and the brutal Whitmans attitude
If her hair is soft and shining
regulations of the club were considered- etc are cleaned Children are barred Beneath the purple pines
Peroxide
are In demand they are rapiiUy disap ¬ before the committee on fisheries that toward life was entirely different
Lower and lower still the soft clouda
to be another piece of damning evidence
If a Janice curl is twining
pearing and not enough Is known of provides for such an establishment on
He took the ground that all things
and still worse were the jerseys nail from laundries using chemicals from¬
creep
On the side
shops
sausign
from
shops
and
paint
¬
their spawning habits and spawning the great lakes connected with the are good because contributing to Though the lawyers talk like fury
colors of the club which showed a comBe still and go to sleep
sage
or
organization
plete
even
factories
where
meats
a
factories
to
uniform
places to be able to procure the eggs for United States Fish Commission the
Of the case
the evolution of the world from one
pebbled beach and poplars trembling
After long deliberation the culprit are preserved in any way manner or By
Still the grave and solemn jury
artificial propagation Nothing Is known work of which would be to study the
stage to another Measured by the
gray
was sent to the higher police authorSees
her
face
of the life history of the whitefish from breeding times places and conditions
standard of Phillips of Garrison of
Faint now and far away
ities in Stamboul who went through a formNo shop store or office
employ
shall
the time Its eggs are laid until the of the fishes the food feeding habits
second long examination and came to
Fold after fold vail after rail until
Whittier he was a most reactionary
If the lady has no beauty
young fish are about S Inches long Of arid feeding grounds and the migrationsthe conclusion that the empire had children below the age of twelve and They blot out plain and hill
Shes condemned
Compared
conservative
with tho
age
by
¬
no
em
disintegration
from
saved
been
above
be
shall
children
the
that
When the jury has oer duty
other food fishes of the lakes our know- ¬ of the Immature and adult commercial
conventional people who held every ¬
early discovery of a great plot They ployed between the hours of 8 p m and As temple curtains drawn from sky to
Hawed and hemmed
ledge Is no better
fishes together with special studies of
sod
thing new In abhorrence he was ex- ¬ She had bestIt Is a pity
disnatched the whole matter to te ex- 8 a m Its unlawful to employ chil ¬
The United States Fish Commission the whitefish and sturgeon which are
To shut thee In with God
So the young
amined into at Yildlz
H
Drop the suit
ceedingly
In ex ¬
radical
radical
but
morning
before school hours
man the football the rules and the dren in the
has during the summers of the last decreasing and of the carp which has
If shccaanot hire a pretty
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in
style
and
than
rather
Oh
messengers
dearer
shops
on
stores
and as
In
far than sun
sweaters and kickers were all solemnly
hill and
Substitute
four years had parties of scientific men been recently
introduced and the
Curiously enough at bot- ¬
plain
taken to the palace and a special com- ¬ children above the age of twelve may be
at work endeavoring to fill the gaps enormous Increase of which appears a thought
¬
matter
took
Now the reasons very simple
hand
mission
the
in
tom
conventionjust
as
he
held
the
Peace
of
night
the
employed
and rain
at hours not included In the
in our knowledge but to reach satis- ¬ serious problem and is a possible danger
For It all
After much careful thought and ex- ¬
Unto earths weariness most sweet most
¬
factory conclusions continuous study to other fishes and also a careful study I al people did that reform was useNothing strange that blush and dlmplo amination of the evidence it was de- ¬ above but under no circumstances shall
blest
things
they
were
less because
as
cided that there might be nothing in they work longer than three hours out Infinite balm of rest
Have the call
throughout the year Is necessary At of the general biological conditions sur ¬
Tis the might of wily woman
It but It must not be done again Ac- of twentyfour while attending school On sky and stream the darkness closes
the time when the services
of rounding the fishes and which appear I would move swiftly enough for the
cordingly
Shown
the young man was appoint- ¬ or more than four hours per day in va- ¬
again
deep
good of mankind
scientific men connected wlih univer- ¬ to be favorable for their growth and
For the jurors are but human
ed vice consul at Teheran and bundled cation time
Be still and go to sleep
sities are available for such studies the development Cleveland PlainDealer
And theyre men
off the same day
No child bolow tha nEB of twelve
Mabel Earle In Llppincotta
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